Custom luminaires enhance the individual quality of the areas they light. Our custom units meet the design challenges and generate high levels of illumination.

Contemporary designers are using Paramount to achieve dramatic lighting effects. We have the engineering expertise, the experience, the equipment and the manufacturing flexibility to fabricate unique products. We can create “one-of-a-kind” luminaires or produce short runs. You get the best combination of design, technology and craftsmanship.

**Capabilities**

**Paramount puts everything at your service:**

- Utilizing light sources which incorporate the latest technologies
- Working with a variety of materials, including aluminum, stainless steel, etc.
- Punching, bending or forming with computerized equipment
- Painting, anodizing and custom finishing
- Welding of all types
- A variety of available lens materials and forming methods
- Custom reflector design and materials
- Integrating a variety of electronic components
- Custom mounting means
- Generating photometric reports and other electronic data

**Innovation = Design + Technology**

Use our customizing abilities to ensure the luminaire you order is right for your project. We continuously incorporate new technologies to add efficiency and value.

**Applications**

Paramount's high performance lighting is designed to excel in your most demanding situations. You’ll find our custom luminaires in a variety of settings, including all our usual applications, plus many architectural uses.

- To learn more about Custom Lighting, click HERE
- To watch a Custom Designed Luminaires video, click HERE
- To watch a Specialized Environment video, click HERE